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ON HOMEOMORPHISMS OF INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL BUNDLES. I
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RAYMOND Y. T. WONG( 1)

ABSTRACT.   In this paper we present several aspects of homeomorphism

theory in the setting of fibre bundles modeled on separable infinite-dimensional

Hilber t (Frechet) spaces.   We study (homotopic) negligibility of subsets, separa-

tion of sets, characterization of subsets of infinite-deficiency and extending

homeomorphisms; in an essential way they generalize previously known results

for manifolds.   An important tool is a lemma concerning the lifting of a map to

the total space of a bundle whose image misses a certain closed subset pre-

sented as obstruction; from this we are able to obtain a result characterizing

all subsets of infinite deficiency (for bundles) by their restriction to each fibre.

Other results then follow more or less routinely by employing the rather standard

methods of infinite-dimensional topology.

1. In this paper we extend the results on infinite-dimensional separable

Hilbert spaces (manifolds) to fibre bundles modeled on them.   The main results

of this paper deal with bundles modeled on s = (- 1, l)°° (the countable infinite

product of open intervals (- 1, l)) and on the Hilbert cube Q = [- 1, 1]°°.   (It is

known that any separable infinite-dimensional Frechet space is homeomorphic to

s [l].)   In a later paper the author and Chapman [19] are able to use results of

this paper to extend all the results to bundles modeled on s-manifolds, and in a

certain appropriate manner, to bundles modeled on Q-manifolds [20],

A main result of this paper is the following characterization of projective

Z-sets which then serve as an essential tool to obtain other results.   We first need

several conventions.

Fibre bundles (E, p, B) ate denoted by their total space   F.   Each bundle is

defined to have a single fibre and for our purpose only the topological structure

(local triviality) of a bundle is important.   Bundle maps (or morphisms) and

isomorphisms ate defined as usual [12A] (isomorphisms are sometimes called

bundle homeomorphisms).   In particular they will have the same base space B
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and will be the identity on B.    Bundle maps are also called B-preserving maps;

in fact, we shall use such a term to describe a map from a subset A of some pro-

duct space B x X into another B x Y fot which the map keeps the B-coordinate

of each point unchanged.   A bundle is trivial if it is isomorphic to a product bundle.

A polyhedron  is space   homeomorphic (s) to  |K| where K is a locally

finite simplicial complex (Ifsc).   A subset A of a polyhedron X is a subpolyhedron

in case there is a triangulation of pairs (X, A) —» i\K\, ¡Ll).

A closed subset K of a space X is a Z-sef provided, for each nonempty

homotopically trivial open set U in X, Í7\K remains nonempty and homotopically

trivial.  A subset A of a product space X x Y is an X-projective Z-set provided

there is a closed Z-set K C X for which AC K x Y.

We say a space X is Y-stable, for some space  Y, if there is a homeomor-

phism of X onto X x Y.  Suppose X is F-stable, F a homogeneous space, a sub-

set 7< C X is F-deficient if there is a homeomorphism /: X —♦ X x F such that

fiK) C X x jyi for some point y £ F.   Similarly we say K C ß x X is F-deficient

in bundle B x X = (B x X, p, B) provided there is a B-preserving homeomorphism

of B x X onto B x X x F sending K into B x X x {y! for some point y £ F.

Hypothesis.  All spaces, unless stated otherwise, are assumed metrizable.

Theorem 1.1 (characterization).   Let ÍB x s, p, B) be a product bundle over

polyhedron B and let K C B x s be closed.   Then these are equivalent:

(A) K Dp- 1ib) is a Z-set in each p-1(7>).

(B) K O p_1(¿) is s-deficient in each p~lib).

(C) K   is s-deficient in bundle B x s.

(D) There is an isomorphism cß of B x s such that <p"ÍK) is an s-projective

Z-set.

Moreover, the same is true if B is a retract of a polyhedron.

Proof.   (A) «=> (B) is in &]; (C) <=» (D) is in [9A],   Obviously (C) or (D)

implies (A).

The second half of Theorem 1.1 follows easily from the first.   To see this

let B be a retraction of a polyhedron, say P, then let r: P —* B be a retraction

map.   Let (P x s, p*. P) be the pull-back induced by r.  Let r*: P x s —> B x s

denote the induced map and K* = r¿  ÍK).   Then TC+ satisfies (A) in bundle

P x s.  By (D) there is a bundle isomorphism cp"  of P x s that sends K* onto

an s-projective Z-set.  Denote by g the map ; x id: ß x s —» P x s, where / is

the inclusion.  Then cp: B x s —* B x s defined by <p = V^'LfBxs)*» *s a re<iuired

bundle isomorphism for (1).

The implication (A) =■» (D) is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.1 and

Lemma 3.4.  Modulo these results we outline an argument in the following.   It is
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known that s & s x Q [8A].   So we may replace s by s x Q.   Write Q\s as a

countable union of compact sets K x, K2,....   Each X¿ is a Z-set in Q.   Then

each L . = B x s x K. is an is x Q)-projective Z-set.   By Theorem 3.1 there is an

isomorphism h of E = B x s x Q such that hÍK) C\ í[Ji¿l L¿) = 0. Hence hik) C

ÍB x s) x s.   By Lemma 3.4 we can push hÍK) further inside by another isomor-

phism hx so that hxhÍK) CÍBxs) x Il¿al [- Vi, '/£1¿.   Let <p = hxh.   Then <p(K) is

an (s x Q)-projective Z-set.

2. Lifting.   We say a set A C X is homotopy negligible in X provided the

inclusion /': X\A —> X is a homotopy equivalence.   (Note that, for manifolds, Z-

sets are homotopy negligible.)  Absolute retracts (AR) and absolute neighborhood

retracts (ANR) are for metric spaces defined in the sense of Palais [14].   The

following theorem also generalizes Lemma 4 of [18].

Theorem 2.1.   Let E = (E, p, B) be a bundle over Hausdorfj space B with

fibre F a metric AR.    Let A CE be closed and such that A (~\ p~ ib) is homotopy

negligible in each p~ ib).

Suppose ÍK, L) is any simplicial pair (weak topology) and f is a map of \K\

into B.   Then each lifting of f\\L\  into E\A extends to one of f into E\A.

We remark that for A = 0, Theorem 2.1 is well known [13, Theorem 9].   As

an application we obtain the following corollaries (Corollary 2.3 generalizes

Theorem 3 of [18]).   The proof of Corollary 2.2 follows immediately from inspect-

ing the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 2.2.   Let (E, p, B) be a bundle over simplicial complex B with

fibre F an ANR.   Suppose ACE is a closed set such that, for each b £ B,

p~ ib)\A  is nonempty and has the homotopy type of a point; then E admits a

continuous cross-section r: B ~* E satisfying A.B) C\ A = 0.

Define, for a closed subset A of any space X, A is strongly homotopy

negligible (SHN) if the inclusion U\A —» F is a homotopy equivalence for each open

F in X; A is locally homotopy negligible (LHN) if each point has a neighborhood

system \Ua\ for which the inclusion  Fa\A —► Fa is a homotopy equivalence.   It

is known (Eells-Kuiper [ll]) that for metric ANR, SHN <=» LHN.   In the following

we say X is locally AR (respectively locally ANR) if each point has a neighbor-

hood which is an AR (respectively ANR).   It is known that a paracompact space

which is locally ANR is an ANR.   The following corollary identifies global

negligible subsets by their restriction to the fibres.   (Recall that all spaces

involved are metrizable.)

Corollary 2.3.   Let E = (E, p, B) be a bundle over an ANR B with fibre a local

AR (or  manifold).   Then a closed set ACE is strongly homotopy negligible
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irespectively, a Z-set) if A n p    ib) is locally homotopy negligible irespec-

tively, a Z-set) in each p~ ib).

Note that E is an ANR and an ANR is necessarily locally pathwise con-

nected.   The above corollary follows routinely from Theorem 2.1 and Eells-

KuiperUl].

For a proof of Theorem 2.1 we need two lemmas.   To state them we need

some definitions.   Let ifr: X —♦ B be a map into the base space ß of a bundle

(E, p, B) and let K C E, A C X be subsets.   Then two liftings <£„, cf> j of ifi into

E\K are said to be E-homotopic in E\K modulo A provided q>. and (£.  are

joined by a homotopy {<£ } of X into E\K such that each c/>   lifts ifi and, for

all f, r, c/j ix) = cf> ix) tot any x e A.

In the following let AQ = [- 1, 0] x /", A , = [0, l] x /" where / = [- 1, l],

« > 0, and let A = AQ U Ay A' = AQn A y

Lemma 2.4.   Lei (B x F, p, B) be trivial over a Hausdorff space B with

fibre F an absolute retract.   Let K be a closed subset of E = B x F.   Let cß:

A —> B be a map.   Suppose, for i = 0, 1,  çS.: A . —> E\K are liftings over  q>\A «

and 4>q\a'' fiil^i   are E-homotopic in E\K modulo Bd(A ); then <£ can be lifted

to a map <f) of A  into E\K such that qlix) = qj ix) for x e Bd(A) n A.

Proof.   Let {h \ denote an E-homotopy in E\K modulo  Bd(A') between h. =

<f>0\A>   and bx = ^J^- .   Let X = A x [0, l] and define if/: X -* B by ^(x, f) =

t/.(x) for all t.   Now define a map ct of Y = (AQ x {0i) U (Bd(A , x /)\lnt(A yx{0\))

into E\K by

aix, f) = at(x)

tpjix)

if ix, t) £ AQ x {0!,

if ix,t)£A' x{f!,

otherwise.

It is easy to check that a is well defined and pa = t/r.   Since E is trivial, F an

AR and ai Y) O K = 0, it follows that er can be extended to a map Oj ofa

neighborhood  V of V (in X) into E\K such that pa ^ = i//.

Let À be an A-preserving imbedding of A j x {ll into V such that A(x, l) =

ix, 0) for all x e A'.   Define cf>': A — E\K by

<p'(x) =

cr A(x, l)    when x £ A   ,

r,(x) otherwise.

çS   is the desired lifting.
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In our next lemma we let E = (B x F, p, B) be a product bundle over a

Euclidean space (sufficiently  large dimension) B with fibre F an AR and let K

be a closed subset of E.   We let C    denote a homeomorphic copy of /" (CQ a

single point).   Let zTj(tz, k) denote the projection map of Cn x C^ onto Cn.

We say  F satisfies property  Pin) if for any C   C B, ¿ > 0, every lifting of

nxin, &)|Bd(c xCi) to E\K can be extended to a lifting of tt^tz, k) to E\K.

Lemma 2.5. // E satisfies property Pin) for some n > 0 then E satisfies

Pin + I).

Proof.  Let k > 0 be given.   We regard Cn + X x Ck as U,e/M x iC„ x C^)

and let <f> be a lifting of tt^tz + 1, &)| Bd/c + ixCl) t0 ^ \^'   ^ follows from the

hypothesis that, for each /, there is a map <f>t of ¡i] x Cn x Ck into E\K such

that p<pt = ffjGi.fl, «IjjIxCxC^ and ^ilflrfdtlxC^xCjk)" ¿-   Since the fibre F

is an AR we can extend q>   to a map ^>'  of a neighborhood  Vt of IlixC^x C^

into E\X satisfying ptp ( = nxin + 1, k) and cpj|v nBd(c  +1xC¿) = 0"   *c i°H°ws

from compactness of / that there are points - 1 = aQ < a¡ < • • • < an + x = 1 in /

and maps \<f>*\"=0 such that for A . = [íz¿, ai+x] x Cn x Ck, each <p*:Ai —• E\K

satisfying p0* = nA\n + 1, k) and <P*\Aicu3d(C„ + ixCk) = $•

Let us consider An, Aj. At A = AqCi Ax = \ax\x Cn x Ck, there are two

maps </>oU' and <£*U' agreeing at Bd'(A ). Define if/: Bdi{ax\ x Cnx Ckx I)

— E\K by

!4>A\ax, Xj, x2)   if i < 1,

^l'al' xi' *2     otherwise.

ifj is clearly a lifting of nxin, * + l)|Bd(c xCi+i) *nt0 E\K, where C¿+1 = Ckxl.

E satisfies   P(tz)   implies that i/r can be extended to a lifting of r7j(«, k + l)

to E\K.   It follows that <pg|A», <p*\Ai  are E-homotopic in E\K modulo Bd(A').

Hence, by Lemma 2.4, 77j(tz, k + l)|^nlJ/i.  can be lifted to a map c/> j of AQ U Aj

into E\K such that cp'j(x) = <f>*ix) when x e Bd(AQ u Ax) n A{, i = 0, 1.   Next

consider the pair [Ax, A2) and so on.   It is clear that we can obtain the desired

lifting.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.   First we suppose E is trivial and i\K\, \L\) is the

pair i\a\, |ff|), where |cr| is an rz-simplex and \o\ = Bd|a|.  Let E   = (|a| x F,p ,

\o\) be the product bundle which is the pull-back of E induced by /.

('
\o\ x F—L+Bx F

i
P
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The lifting (/|iy)* of f\ ^   to E\A induces a continuous cross-section over |à|

in E', that is, a map h:  a   —>(|o"| x F)\f'~ (A) such that p'h = idiy.   If ¿

extends to a continuous selection 6 j of |ff| into (|ct[ x F)\f'-KA), then it is clear

that /'¿j is a desired lifting.   To show h j exists we note that by hypothesis of

F and A, E   satisfies P(0) as defined above.   Lemma 2.5 implies that E   satis-

fies  P(«) for each «.   Hence ¿ j exists and the theorem is proved.   For the

general case we merely observe that by taking a finer triangulation, we may

assume that, for each a £ K,  E is trivial over fía).   We then construct the lifting

inductively on K., the ¿-skeleton of K.   By considering one simplex of K. at a

time we reduce to the special case above.

3. Separation.   Let (E, p, B) be a bundle.   We say G: E x I —* E is a

bundle homotopy provided each g  = G\E i ¡ is a bundle map; that is, pgix) =

p(x) for any x £ E.   We say G is a bundle isotopy provided in addition the

induced map E x 7 —» E x 7 is a homeomorphism.   A homotopy g : X —» Y is

limited by an open cover ll of  V provided each orbit {g ix)\    f is contained in

some member U of il.   Let A C X be closed and  (1 be an open cover of X\A.

We say   ll is normal (or normal with respect to A) if each map /: X\A —» X which

is ll-close to the identity has an extension to X which is the identity on A.   Let

U C E be open, E as above, and let ll be any open cover of ll.   Then by a

ÍU,  w-isotopy {p\\ we mean a bundle isotopy on E such that each p   has sup-

port in U (that is, g   is the identity outside U) and {p,|[;S is limited by ll.   Let

ll be a collection of subsets of a space X.   We define the star of ll, denoted

St(ll), to be the collection of all  V such that for some U ell, V = U{W e ll:

W n U 4 01.  Inductively we define St"(ll) to be the star of St"- HU).

The main purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1.   Let (E, p, B) be a bundle over polyhedron B with fibre s.

Suppose A., A j are closed sets in E such that, for each i = 0, 1, A . ç\ p~ ib)

is a Z-set in each p~ ib); then for any open neighborhood U of A. and any open

cover ll of U, there is a ÍU, iD-z'sofopy {p. \ of E such that p0 =id and pt(^0)

OAj= 0.

Moreover, the same is true if A.  inot necessarily closed) is a countable union

of closed sets U-m ^ ■ su°h that, for each i,   L. O p~ ib) is a Z-set in each

p-Hb).

The proof will be given at the end of the section.

The second part of Theorem 3.1 follows routinely from the first by applying

the convergence procedure of Anderson-Bing [4].

By exact analogy from the proof of Theorem 3.1 we also have
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Theorem 3.2.   Theorem 3.1  zs true when fibre = s is replaced by

fibre = Q.

To give a proof of Theorem 3.1 we need several lemmas.

Lemma 3.3.   Let B be any metric space and let K be a closed set in E =

B x Q of the bundle (B x Q, p, B).   Then for any open cover U of E there is a

bundle homotopy q) = \ç) j of E into itself limited by 11 satisfying (f>0 = id,

<pj(E) is closed in E, <p"(\K = id for each t and rpj(E\r<) C(ßx s)\K.

Remark.  We actually construct q> so that each <p\ is an imbedding.

Proof.  We write Q as IL al J{, Ji = [- 1, l].   Let Ü be a locally finite open

cover of E\K normal with respect to K and such that Ö refines 11.   Fix an i > 1.

We write Q as Q¿ x /, where Q{ = ü^. Jk and let E¿ denote B x Q¿.   It is clear

we   can construct a cover (B of (E¿ xil!)\K   such that each Waeuj has the

form   W'ax [ta, l], 1/3 < ra< 1, where   W'a is an open subset of  E¿   and the

collection  \W'a\  is a locally finite refinement of  0.   Define a function

fi:ÍEi xíl|)\x-Reals by

f.iix, 1)) = (l/3)(maxi/   : x e W \ + 2).
11 a a

It is easily seen that f{ is lower semicontinuous satisfying 1/3 < /, < 1.   By

Dowker's theorem (Dugundji, p. 171) there is a map /': (E. x U1)\k —» Reals for

which fi < f i < 1.   Hence, using normality of C, there is a map G.: E. —» Reals

such that 1/3 < G.ix) < 1 whenever (x, l) e (E¿ x ÈH)\k, G¿(x) = 1 whenever

(x, 1) e K and each segment jx| x [G¿(x), l] is contained in some member of Ö.

Similarly there is a map gf: E{ —» Reals such that - 1 < g.(x) < - 1/3 for any

(x, - 1) e ÍE. x {- 1 |)\x, g¿(x) = - 1 for any (x, - 1) e K and each segment ¡x| x

[- 1, g¿(x)] is contained in some member of (3.   Let /b¿, F.: E¿ —» Reals be maps

satisfying - 1 < h{ <g., G¿ < F¿ < 1 and - 1 < b{ix) < g¿(x) whenever (x, - 1) 4 K,

G.ix) < H.ix) < 1  whenever (x, l) 4 K.

Denote by \<pit\ the homotopy of E¿ x ]i into itself such that for any x e F¿,

\4>it\ moves {x| x ]i piecewise linearly onto jx! x [h{ix), F¿(x)] while keeping

fxi x [g¿(x), G¿(x)] pointwise fixed in the entire motion. Let <p denote the homo-

topy by applying \<f>lt\, which is followed by f<p2/i> etc- Evidently <p exists and

since at each step we may choose C to be arbitrarily small, we may require the

homotopy to be limited by 11. Finally we note that any bundle map of B x Q into

itself is necessarily a closed map.   tri is what we wanted.

The above construction also implies the following result of Chapman [9]

which will be needed later.
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Lemma 3.4 (Chapman).   Let ÍB x Q, p, B) be as above.   Suppose K is a

closed subset of B x Q contained in B x s; then K is a Z-set of B x Q and there

is an isomorphism of B x Q sending K into B x Q., where Q. = II.   , \_-xA, Vi]CQ.

The following lemma follows routinely from techniques of [6, Lemma 2.4].

Lemma 3.5.   Let M be an s-manifold and ÍB x M, p, B) a product bundle over

metric space B.   Let X, Y be subsets of a complete separable metric space with

X closed.   Suppose there is a map /: X U Y —»BxAl such that /(X U Y) is an

M-projective Z-set; then ¡or any open cover 11 of cl(/(X)) there is a homotopy

G ={g \ of X into B x M limited by U and satis fing the following conditions:

(D ëo = /Ix.
(2) pGi{x\ x 7) = {poinfi for all x £ X,

(3) G(X x 7) is an M-projective Z-set, and

(4) for all t > 0, g    is an imbedding of X onto a closed set in ß x Al such

that g(X) n fiX U Y) = 0.

The fact that any s-manifold Al is s-stable [7] and can be imbedded as an

open subset of s [12] are all that one needs to apply Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.5 and

the Anderson-McCharen [6] procedure to obtain the following homeomorphism

extension lemma.

Lemma 3.6.   Let (B x AI, p, B) be as above.   Let G = {g ¡ be a homotopy of

a complete metric space A into E = B x M such that gQ, g,  are imbeddings onto

closed subsets of E.   Suppose GÍA x {0, 1 ¡) is an M-projective Z-set and

pGi{x] x I) = ipoz'«fl for each x £ A; then for any open neighborhood U of

cl(G(A x 7)) and any open cover 11 of U by which G is limited, there is a

ÍU, St4(ll))-z'sofopy {p(\ on E such that pQ = identity and /ijg0 =gy

Using Lemma 3.3 and the similar argument of Lemma 3.6 (by appealing to the

techniques of Klee [13] and Anderson-McCharen) we can also conclude

Lemma 3.7.   Lemma 3.6 is true if fibre = Q and A is compact metric.   More-

over, if GÍA x {0, 11) C B x s, then we may choose {p.\ to satisfy additionally that

{/tig} is a (Ii fis, Uj)-7sofopy on B x s, where 11,   is the open cover of U H s

induced by restricting St4(U) fo s.

Lemma 3.8.   Let E' =ÍBxQ, p', B) and subbundle E = (B x s, p, B) be

given over metric space B.   Suppose K is a closed subset of B x s such that

K O p~ lib) is a Z-set in each p~ ib), and suppose P is a compact polyhedron

in B x s; fie« for any open set U of B x Q containing P and any open cover U
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of U in B x Q, there is a ÍU, iD-z'soiopy {p|| otz E*  such that \pt = p't\Bxs\ is a

(F D s, 11 O s)-isotopy  on E and pxÍK) n P =0.

Proof.   We may assume P = \T\ fot some finite simplicial complex   T and 11

is normal.   Choose an open cover Ö of \T\  so that St5(D) refines 11 and each

V 6 L  has the form V, x V, where Vj, V2 are open subsets of B, Q respec-

tively with  V2 convex.   We may assume  \T\ has been given a triangulation so

that each simplex a £ T is contained in some  V eü.   Let T. denote the ¿-skel-

eton of T.   For each a e T, let Va=f)Wlx V2 e Ö: aC Vx x V2 | = f]v x x

C\V 2.   Note that \\V2 is convex.   Let /0 be any B-preserving map that carries

|7"0| into (B x s)\X so that for each a e TQ, f A\o) e Va.  Now let o e Tx  and

suppose ax, o2 are its vertices.   By hypothesis of Va, V^ D (V     U V    ) and

Va   can be written as  Va(l) x Va(2) with  ^^(2) open and convex.   By hypoth-

esis of   K, \x]x  (Vcr(2) n s)\(K n V^) is contractible (hence an AR) for each

x e V^l).   Thus, by Theorem 2.1, /0 can be extended to a B-preserving map fx

oí l^ol u a mt0 (^ x s)\^ such that f^o) C Vcr.   This process clearly illus-

trates that there is a B-preserving map /of  \T\ into (B x s)\K such that fio) C

Va fot each a £ T.   Since each V^(2) n s is convex-, it follows that / is homo-

topic to identity by a B-preserving homotopy F of \T\ into  B x s  and is limited

by Ö.   Thus by Lemma 3.5 we may assume / is an imbedding such that Al^l) ^

K= 0 and F limited by St(C).   (Recall that St5(ö) refines 11.)

It follows from Lemma 3.7 that there is a (F, St4(St(D)))-isotopy \Xt\ on F'

such that"Aj||Ti = /, A((B x s) = B x s for all t and {A,] is limited by St5(C).

Then \p't = A"1 i is a (F, 11)-isotopy on E'   such that \pt = p't\ßXs\ is a (U H s,

Il O s>isotopy on E and pxÍK) n \T\ = 0.

Lemma 3.9.   Let E' = (B x Q, p', B) and subbundle F = (B x s, p, B) be

given over compact polyhedron B and let K be a closed set in B x s.   Then the

following are equivalent:

(1) Krt p~Hb) is a Z-set in each p~xib).

(2) There is an isomorphism qb of E    such that qb(B x s) = q>ÍB x s) and

<£j(K) is an s-projective Z-set, where q>x = çS|gXs.

Proof.  (2) «* (1) is trivial.   The proof of (1) -» (2) is essentially an applica-

tion of Lemma 3.8, the technique used in proving [2, Lemma 7.1], and the results

in [3].   We outline an argument in the following.

Let us define a standard ¿-cell in s to be a set of the form Irr=1 [a¿, b^[ x

(0, 0, • • •) where - 1 < a. < ¿. < 1 and [a¿, b¿] C Js   Let D denote a standard

&-cell in s.  It follows from Lemma 3.8 that for any open set F of B x Q con-
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taining B x D and for any e > 0, there is a ß-preserving homeomorphism / of

B x Q onto itself supported in U such that /(B x s) = B x s, i7(/, id) < f and fiK)

n(ß x D)= 0.

/ is an exact analogue of the homeomorphism constructed in [2, Lemma 6.1]

and was used to define {/¡J in the proof of *, where * = Theorem 7.1 of [2].   In

our case we denote such maps by {/. (.   To define h^   as in the proof of *, we

first let f&xI be defined on  Q inductively using f/^1 as in *   and let h'x = idß

x by   Let g^ - h^ f^.   Then g = lini^^ g^ • • • gß j is a B-preserving homeomor-

phism of B x Q onto itself such that

K0 = giK) u cl [giB xs)niBx (Q\s))] U cl [g(ß x ÍQ\s)) n B x s]

has infinite partial deficiency (see [2]) with respect to Q.   By applying Corollary

3.4 of [2], Lemma 5.1 of [3] and then Lemma 4.3 of [2] there is a B-preserving

homeomorphism h of B x Q onto itself such that hgiB x s) = B x s and hgiK)

has infinite deficiency with respect to Q.   tri = hg is a desired isomorphism.   We

remark that cf> is obtained similarly to those constructed in [2, p. 378].   We simply

observe, using the construction illustrated in [2] and results in [3], that we may

choose <p to be B-preserving.

Lemma 3.10.   Let B be a polyhedron or be as defined in Theorem 1.1.   Then

any bundle E = (E, p, B) over B with fibre s is trivial.

Moreover, the same is true if the fibre is any metric space for which the

structure group G of the bundle E, when regarded as a subspace of the space of

homeomorphisms of fibre F ÍC-0 topology), is contractible.

Proof of Lemma 3.10.   First we suppose B is a polyhedron.   Let ll = {Ua\

denote an open cover of B such that each p~ (Ca) is trivial.   We may assume

B = |K| for some lfsc  K.   Giving K a finer triangulation if necessary we may

assume each a £ K is already contained in some member of 11.   Let S., i > 0,

denote the z'th skeleton of K.   Each p-,(|a|),o- e 5Q, is homeomorphic to s and

thus there is a bundle homeomorphism hQ of p-1(|S0|) onto |50| x s. Since each 1-simplex

is contained in some trivialization p~ ÍUa), the set p-1(|cr|), a e$j, is homeomor-

phic to |ff| x s.   Using Theorem 2 of Renz [15] we can extend h    to a bundle

homeomorphism of p~ 1C|5'01 U |cr|) onto (|5Q| U \a\) x s fot any a £ Sy hence to

one of bundle p    (|Sj|) onto  |Sj| x s.   By analogy we then construct a sequence

of bundle homeomorphisms \bn\, hn: p" i\S \) -* \S   | x s, such that hn extends

hn_y   An isomorphism for the lemma clearly follows.

The proof for the second half of the lemma is exactly the same.   Finally if B

is not a polyhedron but given as in Theorem 1.1, then we simply observe that if

B C B'  is a retraction of some polyhedron  B , then the pull-back bundle E'
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induced by a retraction r: B  —* B necessarily inherits the same structure group.

Thus E    is trivial.   But E    contains E; hence E is also trivial.

If F is a topological vector space (TVS) which is homeomorphic to F°°, by

West [15A], F has the reflective isotopy property.   By Renz [15], HÍF) is con-

tractible.   Thus we have

Corollary 3.11.   Let B be as in Theorem 1.1.   Then a bundle (E, p, B) is

trivial provided the fibre F is a TVS homeomorphic to F°°.

Similarly by Wong [16] and Renz [15], we have

Corollary 3.12.   Let B be as above.   Then a bundle (E, p, B) with fibre Q

is trivial.

Proof of Theorem 3.1.   By Lemma 3.10 we may assume E is the product

bundle (B x s, p, B).   First we consider the special case that B is a compact

polyhedron.   By Lemma 3.9 we may assume AQ \j Aj is an s-projective Z-set.

Let C be an open cover of U such that St5(L) refines U.   By Lemma 3.5 there

is a homotopy G = {gt\ of AQ into ß x s limited by C such that g0 = id,

pG({xj x /) = {point! for all x £ AQ, GiAQ x 7) is a closed s-projective Z-set and

gj is an imbedding for which g,ÍAQ) O A j =  0.   Now apply Lemma 3.6 to obtain

a ÍU, St4(C))-isotopy {pt\ on E such'that P\\a. = gv   Thus Pj(ÁQ) n Aj = 0.

But St5(0) refines U; {fi{\ is a desired isotopy.

Now for the general case we may assume, by considering one component of

ß at a time, that B is connected.   We of course can assume that ß is a lfsc |K|.

Let <t0 denote any simplex in K.   Define Bj = (Jiff e |K|: a C\a04 01.   Induc-

tively we define, for « > 1, Bn+1 = (lj!o- e |K|: a n B„ 4 0l)\lnt(Bn).   It follows

from the assumptions on B (local finiteness and connectedness) that each B • is

a compact polyhedron, B = (J!2l ß, anc^ &i <~\ B. 4 0 only if  \i - j\ < 1.

By taking a normal open refinement of 11 if necessary we may assume. 11 is

normal.

Let Kq. = AQ O p~ (By).   Applying the special case proven above to each

KQ., 7 = odd, it follows that there is a ÍU, ll0)-isotopy {p0,\ on E such that Poi^l^

HAj = 0 where St(Un) refines 11 and Cj = Uy=odd^0í"   Consider /jigj(Cj).   Let

Uj be a suitably chosen covering of 77 such that Il j refines IL and, for each

x £ /i01(Cj), cl(V) O Aj = 0 whenever x £ V, V ellj.   Now applying the same

process to !poi^oP'i=even tnere is a (^> 11i)-isotopy {plt\ on E such that

pu(C2) n Aj = 0, where C2 = U/=even Poi^O/^   ^e^ine a" isotopy {71J on E

by letting íp<!o<ísi/2 ^e £^e lsotoPy Ipoz'/ ^Y an order preserving homeomor-

phism of [0, l/Q onto 10, 1]) and fp<li/2s/<i be the isotopy {puPoi\t-

4. Mapping replacement.   Let ll be an open cover of a space Y.   Maps /, g:
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X —♦ Y ate 1i-close provided that for each x e X, there exists a F e 11 for which

A*)» gix) e F.

Theorem 4.1.   Let (E, p, B) be a bundle over polyhedron B with fibre s.

Let X be a separable complete metric space and  Y a closed set in X.   Suppose

f: X—► E is a map such that fÍY) D p~Kb) is a Z-set in each p~\b) and f\y is

a closed imbedding; then for any open cover 11 of cl(/(X)) there is a closed

imbedding g: X—» E, li-closed to f, such that g(X) n p~ ib) is a Z-set in each

P~ lib), pg = pf and g extends f\y.

Moreover, the same is true when B  is a retract of a polyhedron.

Theorem 4.1 follows immediately from Theorem 1.1 and the following lemma.

Before we state the lemma we note that a similar theorem for Q-bundles is true

and may be concluded by exact analogy.

Theorem 4.2.   Theorem 4.1  is true when fibre = Q and X is compact metric.

In the following lemma let M denote an s-manifold.

Lemma 4.3.   Let ÍB x M x Q, p, B) be a bundle over space B.   Let X be a

complete metric space and Y C X be closed.   Suppose there is a map f of X into

E = B x M x Q such that fiX)  is a Q-projective Z-set, fiY) is closed and f\ y is

an imbedding; then ¡or any open cover U of  cl(/(X))  there is a homotopy \g \ of

X into E limited by li such that (1) gQ = /, (2) ¡or all t, gj y = f]     and pg( = pf,

(3) g.  is an imbedding onto a closed Q-projective Z-set of E and (4) \g I is

limited by 11.

Proof.   The same as the mapping replacement lemma of [6].

Proof of Theorem 4.1.   By Lemma 3.10 we may assume E is the product

Dundle (B x s, p, B).   The rest of the proof follows routinely from Lemmas 3.3,

3.4, Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 4.3.

5. Negligible subsets. Let F be an open set in bundle E = (F, p, B).   Sup-

pose K C F is closed relative to F and ll is an open cover of F; then by a

(F, u)-extraction of K from E we mean an /-preserving homeomorphism

G:ÍExí)\íKx\l\)^^ExI

such that for each /, gt = G\E i i is a bundle map supported in F, gQ = id and

¡g |yî is limited by 11.   We say K can be strongly extracted from E provided that

for each pair (F, ll) for which K C F is closed relative to F, there is a (F, ll)-

extraction of K from E.   A subset K C X is locally closed provided K is closed

relative to some open set which contains K.
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First we state a lemma which follows immediately from the technique of [lO].

Lemma 5.1.   Let B be any space and let K be a subset of E = B x M of

bundle (B x A1, p, B) with fibre M an s-manifold.   Suppose K is a countable union

of locally closed sets K., K , • « • such that each K. is an M-projective Z-set;

then for any open cover  u of E, there is an (E,  u)-extraction of K ¡rom E.

Employing Theorem 1.1, Lemma 3.10 and Lemma 5.1 we obtain the following

general statement of negligible subsets for bundles.

Theorem 5.2. Let B be the same as in Theorem 1.1 and let (E, p, B) be a

bundle with fibre s. Suppose A is a locally closed set in E such that cl(A) D

p~ ib) is a Z-set in each p~ \b); then A can be strongly extracted from E.

Moreover, if instead A is a countable union of locally closed sets, then for

any open cover 11 of E, A can be extracted from E by an (E,  u)-extraction.

The second half of Theorem 5.2 follows routinely from the first by employing

an appropriate (but straightforward) refinement of the Anderson-Henderson-West

techniques [5] together with the convergence procedure of Anderson-Bing [4],

6. Extending homeomorphism.

Theorem 6.1.   Let (F, p, B) be a bundle over polyhedron B with fibre F = s.

Let G = }g ! be a homotopy of a complete separable metric space A into E such

that (i) g , g, are imbeddings onto closed sets in E, (ii) for i = 0, 1, g .(A) D

p~ lib) is a Z-set in each p~ 1ib), and (iii) pG({x| x /) = \point\ for each x e A.

Then there is an isotopy {» } on E such that p.gn = g..   Moreover, if U is an

open neighborhood of cl(G(A x /)) and ll is any open cover of U for which G is

limited by  11, we may choose ¡»I to be an (F, St'  '(1i))-z'.soi'opy.

Furthermore, the same is true if B  is a retract of a polyhedron.

Proof. This is a simple consequence of Lemma 3.10, Theorem 1.1 and Lemma

3.6.

As a corollary we obtain an extension theorem which generalizes Theorem 2.1

in [17] and answers a question raised there.

Corollary 6.2.   Let (A   x s, p, A ) be trivial over n-simplex A , rz > 1, and
* n *        n r n       —

let G = {gt\ be a homotopy of a closed set Kx in A   x s into A   x s such that

g0 = id, gj is an imbedding onto closed set Ky pGi\x\ x I) = \point\ for all' x and

gr'(Bd(a )xs)r\K, = id
n 1

for all t.   Suppose, for i = 1, 2, K. O p~lib) is a Z-set in p~ Kb) for each b e

Int(An); then for any open cover ll of A   x s by which G is limited, there is a
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(A   x s, St(4)(H))-z'sofopy {/i J on An x s such that ¡i   = identity, pAK   =gj a«i/"

'iílBd(A„)xs = id/^fl// «■

As another application we obtain the following isotopy lemma. For a subset

A of any space X, let H AX) denote the space of all homeomorphisms (compact-

open topology) of X leaving A pointwise fixed.

Corollary 6.3. Lei A be a closed Z-set in s. Then H As) is homotopically

trivial.

It is known that, for A = 0,  HAis) is contractible [15].   W. Barit in [8] has

shown that in general the first homotopy group of 77 As) is trivial and in fact, for

X = s or Q,  H AX) is contractible provided A is compact.   Thus we ask the

following:

Open question.    Is HAis) contractible?

Corollary 6.3 is an immediate consequence of Corollary 6.2.   For if /:

Bd(A ) —» 77 As) is a map we can interpret / as an isomorphism of the bundle

Bd(An) x s = (Bd(An) x s, p. Bd(An)) such that f\ B<¡(^ )xA = id.   By Renz [15] or

Wong [16] we can extend / to an isomorphism  F on the bundle A   x s = (A   x s,

p, A ).   We then use Corollary 6.2 to obtain another isomorphism  E.  on A   x s

such that  Fj| Bd(An)xs = id and F A^A = F\^xA   F7 XF is a required extension

of / to A   x s.
' n

By analogy we have

Theorem 6.4.   Theorem 6.1 is true if fibre = Q and A  is compact metric.

Proof.   This follows from Corollary 3.12, Theorem 3.10 and Lemma 3.7.

Corollary 6.5.   Corollary 6.2 is true if fibre = Q.

From this we can conclude a corollary similar to Corollary 6.3, and give a

different proof (a weaker version) of the result by Barit.

Corollary 6.6. 77 AQ) is homotopically trivial provided A is a closed Z-set

in Q.
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